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This short factsheet for Lease Administration Professionals explains: 
• What is the most efficient, effective and secure process to manage lease  
 administration and translation?
• What is the best way to extract key data from leases to comply with GDPR,  
 IFRS, GAAP and FCPA? 
• What organisations use Guildhawk for lease management and translation?       
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Like many of our clients in lease administration, you likely 
have hundreds of properties under your responsibility, 
located across multiple countries. You need to ensure 
information on each and every property is recorded, 
kept up to date and accurate, and that all timelines and 
milestones are met across your portfolio.

To simplify this complex task, Guildhawk’s lease 
abstraction service allows us to extract only the specific 
information you need – saving on both time and cost. We 
can offer this service in any language and for any country 
you require, with all abstracted content translated into 
English (or whichever language you prefer) for centralised 
reporting and compliance purposes. Guildhawk have 
carried out lease abstraction for Cushman & Wakefield, 
Capri Holdings and Property Works among others.

Our human translation and consultancy, meanwhile, is 
performed by specialist linguists with extensive legal and 
real estate experience. All this work, which is covered by 
comprehensive global indemnity insurance (including US 
jurisdictions), is fully GDPR compliant, allows you to meet 
IFRS, GAAP, and FCPA requirements, and is guaranteed 
under our ISO 27001 certification for information security. 

EXPERTISE FOR LEASE ADMINISTRATORS 

Guildhawk provided lease abstraction 
for a global fashion group, avoiding the 
need for full translation.

Find out how we can help 
your business today:
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CASE STUDY:

Finding the perfect fit for 
a global fashion group
A leading fashion brand, with many hundreds of stores and 
boutiques in various countries and a multi-billion dollar 
worldwide revenue required information held inside leases, 
totalling thousands of pages, from European, Chinese and 
Japanese retail outlets for the purpose of reporting.

Advanced lease abstraction

Guildhawk was commissioned to provide our key data 
extraction service. This process is perfect when handling 
large volumes of information, such as leases, contracts,  
and HR documents, where only specific information is 
required.

How we helped

The sector experience of our specialist linguists allowed 
us to review leases in their original language, identify key 
information and abstract into English.

Performing lease abstraction allowed cost savings of 75% 
for the client, due to more intelligent use of resources. 
Additionally, individual projects were completed in days, 
rather than the weeks that would have been required for 
full translation.
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